STANDARD FEATURES

1. Side column and head console powder coated RYTEC Silver.
2. Intelligent light curtain system in door line at 6'-0" above finished floor.
3. Smartsurround Advanced detection and alert system.
4. Variable door opening speed, up to 24"/sec.
5. Programmable upper and lower limits.
6. NEMA 4X system 4 control box (0.5" x 16.5")
7. Brake release lever on side column.

UPGRADE OPTIONS

- Right hand drive
- Rotary disconnect ($)
- BT44 (Bluetooth access terminal) ($)
- Night switch function:
- Selector switch on control box ($)
- Full height active reversing edge sensor ($)

ELECTRICAL OPTIONS

- Insulated solid slats ($)
- Insulated solid slats ($)
- Vents ($)
- Vision height (cm.):
- Up to four (4) vision/vent slats per group with at least one (1) solid slat separating groups.
- Or up to seven (7) vision/vent slats per group with at least two (2) solid slats separating groups.

ACTIVATION OPTIONS ($)

- Pushbutton
- Dual loop controller
- Pull cords
- Radio control, rovr
- Motion detector
- Presence det.
- Motion/presence
- 1 BTN TRANSMITTER
- 2 BTN TRANSMITTER
- 4 BTN TRANSMITTER

OPTION NOTES

- Pricing change if not included in quote
- Please specify voltage
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